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Plenary Presentation Abstract
Happy students learn more, work harder on tasks, and approach those tasks with enthusiasm – all keys to creating and focusing learner drive. Positive Psychology explores happiness, positive emotion, and those things that allow us to flourish.

In this session, we’ll look at some key ideas from positive psychology and brain science, and ways to use them in the classroom via activities with clear language and communication goals. Specifically, we’ll look at some of the more recent developments in Positive Psychology and Brain Science. These ideas consider happiness in the greater context of well-being. This includes Martin Seligman’s PERMA Model (Positive Emotion, Engagement, Relationships, Meaning, Accomplishment), Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s concept of Flow, and Barbara Fredrickson’s Positive Emotion “Tipping Point” (it really is a scientific concept, not just a metaphor). We will also consider negative emotions – the uses of stress as well as the dangers of amygdala hijack. We’ll connect them to practical, motivating English learning tasks. The session will expand on the ideas from the presenter’s earlier workshop, but doesn’t assume participants attended that one. A handout identifying ways to connect the ideas to your classroom will be provided.
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